The ocean is a wonderful place.
Color the picture below, and circle 5 items that begin with the letter s.
Draw a line from each ocean creature to its beginning letter sound.

- Oo
- Ss
- Ww
Swordfish have a long, sharp beak that makes them look different from other fish. Circle the swordfish below.
Many ocean fish are very colorful. Color the tail of the fish blue. Color the spots orange. Color the fins green.
Seals are ocean mammals that spend part of their lives on land. Draw on X on the seals that are on land and circle the seals in the water.
Sometimes oysters make pearls.
Find your way to the pearl in the center of this maze.
Flounders are flatfish that live at the bottom of the ocean. These fish have both eyes on the same side of their head. Color the flounder below.
Circle the different shell in each row.
Color the shapes filled with O’s orange, the shapes filled with B’s black, and the shapes filled with Y’s yellow.
Write the letters below. Draw a line from the letter to the ocean creature with the same beginning sound.

Cc   Cc
Jj   Jj
Tt   Tt
Trace the letter Oo and the word oceans. Then say the words and color the pictures that begin with Oo.
Trace the letter S s.

Circle the ocean object in each row that begins with the Ss sound.
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Many fish are named after other animals. Write the following fish names.

- lionfish
- catfish
- zebra pipefish
Fill in the missing letters. Then write the word by yourself.

fish  fish

seal

turtle

whale
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Fish come in many shapes and sizes. Color the big fish blue. Color the round fish green. Color the long fish yellow. Color the small fish orange.
Which picture has the same beginning sound as clam?___________

Which picture has the same beginning sound as starfish?___________

Which picture has the same beginning sound as beach?___________

Which picture has the same beginning sound as tail?___________
Draw a line from the word to the picture that rhymes with it.

bell
seal
pail
fish
coat
Trace the letters in each row, then circle the picture that has the same beginning sound.

C c

J j

L l

D d
Finish the words by writing the letter that ends each word.
Choose from the letters below.

[l b t]

cra
boa
shel
Finish the words by writing the letter that starts each word. Choose from the letters below.

Finish the words by writing the letter that starts each word.
Choose from the letters below.

- el
- oat
- ish